
Burton End Primary Academy – Science 

Topic—States of matter 
Story: Nimble Finger  

Year—4 Strand— Chemistry  

What do I already know? 

 Have an understanding of how things 
change over time 

 How to categorise objects based on 
their properties 

 Compare the suitability of different      
objects  

What will I know by the end of the unit? 

How can I 
group to-
gether a 

solid, liquid 
or gas?  

 The particles in all solids are tightly packed. The 
spaces between them are so small that they have 
a fixed volume and shape 

 The particles in liquids are closely packed togeth-
er, so they cannot be compressed into a smaller 
volume. However, their arrangement is less rigid 
than solids, which allows the particles to move 
around and the liquid to flow 

 Gas particles are widely spaced apart. Gases have 
no fixed shape, and the spaces between particles 
means they can be compressed into a smaller 
volume 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 How do 
some mate-
rials change 
state when 

they are 
heated or 
cooled? 

 Solids, liquids and gases are all states of matter.  
 Materials may undergo a change of state. This is a 

physical change, whereby a material changes 
from one state to another. This can be through 
heating, cooling, melting, evaporation, condensa-
tion, solidification or freezing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 What part 
is played by 
evaporation 
and conden-
sation in the 
water cycle? 

 The water cycle is the complete journey that wa-
ter makes, from one place to the other, and from 
one state to the other.   

 As the word ‘cycle’ suggests, there is no starting 
point.  This means that we can begin at any point 
and follow its path until it gets to where we start-
ed again. 

 
 

Key vocabulary 

 Temperature How hot or cold something 
is. Measured in degrees 

Celsius (oC )  

 Particle  a tiny amount of some-
thing. You can’t see them 

with your eyes! 

Melting  the process of a solid 
heating and changing into a 

liquid. 

Evaporation  the process of a liquid 
heating and changing into a 

gas.  

Condensation 
 

the process of a gas cooling 
and changing into a liquid. 

Freezing  the process of a liquid cool-
ing and changing into a sol-

id. 

Precipitation  When water or snow fall 
from a cloud 

Useful websites 

https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-are-
states-of-matter 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/
zkgg87h 

Investigate 

Do all solids melt at the same temperature? 
Watch what happens in the water cycle us-
ing water, a sandwich bag and a window! 
Do all liquids evaporate into gases? 
What changes in matter are reversible/
irreversible?    

  


